
NEW ANDi Free

In 2009, Technica Engineering started the development of  a software tool

called ANDi (Automotive Network Diagnoser) for evaluation and validation of

Automotive Ethernet.

Since then, ANDi has been evolving and improving, addressing the upcoming

challenges faced in testing automotive technologies.

The ANDi Free is a reduced and free version of our software tool ANDi

Premium. It includes the ANDi Traffic Viewer with special interfaces to

configure and update our Capture Modules.

☑ Supported Trace formats

ANDi Free supports multiple logging formats like PCAP, PCAPNG, MDF Bus

logging.



☑ Supported Protocols of  Automotive Ethernet

Do you want to make sure that your protocols can be used in ANDi? For the user

the Standard Ethernet protocols including Ethernet, VLAN, ICMP, IPv4, IPv6 IP,

DHCP, TCP, UDP, ARP, and Automotive Ethernet protocols including SOME/IP,

SOME/IP-SD, gPTP, DoIP, PTP, and IEEE1722 are available.

☑ Automotive Database Support

ANDi Free is characterized by its great adaptability, as the user can add their

databases.

ANDi Free features multiple database formats like Fibex files (CAN and

Ethernet), classic AUTOSAR files such as ARXML, CAN, AUTOSAR PDU(socket

adaptor), CAN DBC files, and Classic AUTOSAR Ethernet SOME/IP.

☑ Clock Controller function

ANDi Free can capture clock information using the function Clock Controller.

This can be used to have better time synchronization with 802.1AS slaves. This

can also be used for example to know the time difference between the Capture

Module (802.1AS slave) and the PC (802.1AS Master).



☑ Updating Capture Module Firmware

Would you like to update several Capture Modules simultaneously? With the

updated Capture Module Firmware you can flash as many devices as you have

connected to the PC.

☑ Creating Capture Module Configurations Offline

Do you need to work offline sometimes and don’t have a capture module

connected? With the new Configuration tool, you have the possibility to create,

edit and view a configuration, without having a capture module connected.



☑ Extracting Capture Module Configuration from PCAP and

MDF files

In the updated feature you can include a PCAP file and ANDi will take the

information regarding the configuration of  Capture Modules and recreate the

configuration file by itself.

☑ Other features

ANDi Free comes with a dedicated flashing tool to flash Technica Engineering

hardware tools through a few clicks.



How to get ANDi Free

If  you have questions, mail us at hello@techteal.com.

More information and download link at:

ANDi -Automotive Network Diagnoser

(https://technica-engineering.de/en/produkt/andi-automotive-network-diagnoser-ethernet-rest-bus-simulation/)
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